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Abstract
The properties of Watson–Crick D0L system, a language–theoretical formalism inspired by
natural DNA processing, are studied. The model incorporates the iterated D0L-like morphism
and the DNA complementarity principle represented by a letter-to-letter morphism. These two
morphisms are connected by a natural condition called the trigger.
We show 3rst that this very simple model has rather unexpected power; it can closely and
simply simulate any Minsky register machine. As a consequence, any recursively enumerable
language can be obtained as a projection of the language of some standard Watson–Crick D0L
system. Finally, we show that the graph reachability problem, equivalence problems and some
other problems of standard Watson–Crick D0L systems are undecidable.
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1. Introduction
The Watson–Crick D0L system is a string rewriting system inspired by both Lin-
denmayer rewriting [10] and DNA computing principles [8], whose attractivity for com-
puter science increased mainly since the time of the Adleman’s experiment [1]. The
Watson–Crick D0L system was developed to study the properties of the DNA comple-
mentarity principle in language–theoretical framework. It turns out that this principle in
the operational sense represents simple yet powerful operation over letters and strings,
allowing to reach universal computational power (in Turing sense) using a very simple
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formalism. The model was suggested in 1997 by Mihalache and Salomaa [5]. For mo-
tivation underlying the concept of Watson–Crick D0L systems and some recent results
see [4,6,11,12,14].
The basic concept of the model, the Watson–Crick complementation principle, can
be expressed as a relation between complementary pairs of nucleotides of the “natural”
DNA alphabet A; C; G; T . In the operational sense, we can describe the principle by the
Watson–Crick morphism hW :
hW (A) = T; hW (T ) = A; hW (C) = G; hW (G) = C:
The standard Watson–Crick D0L system consists of a D0L morphism and a gen-
eralized Watson–Crick morphism de3ned over generalized DNA alphabet of an even
cardinality, whose elements are grouped into complementary pairs. These two mor-
phisms are triggered by a deterministic context-free condition.
As already shown (in a rather complicated proof) in [14], any partial recursive
function can be computed by a standard Watson–Crick D0L system. In this paper
following [14] we start with a simple proof of the above universality result using a
diKerent technique. We show that any Minsky register machine (or any similar model
of programmable computer with integer variables as while program, etc.) can be closely
simulated by a standard Watson–Crick D0L system, obtaining a very simple determin-
istic DNA-motivated abstract machine.
As a consequence of the above statement, we then prove that any recursively enu-
merable (RE) language is a projection of the language generated by some standard
Watson–Crick D0L system. This result is related to the family of simple morphic rep-
resentations of RE languages given, e.g. in [13, Section 8.2.], and also to the results in
[2], where EDT0L and E0L Watson–Crick systems are studied. Finally, several open
decidability problems reported in [6,12] are proven to be undecidable.
2. Watson–Crick D0L schemes
For elements of formal language theory we refer to [3,10,13]. Here we 3x only some
notation. For a 3nite alphabet 	, denote by (	; ·) a free monoid with the catenation
operation and the empty word 
. For a∈	, w∈	∗; |w|a is the number of occurrences
of a in w. For ⊆	, |w| =
∑
a∈ |w|a. For w∈	∗ we denote by wn the catenation
of n copies of w for n¿1.
The alphabet we use in most of the constructions in this paper is a straightforward
generalization of the above notion of the “natural” DNA alphabet.
A DNA-like alphabet 	 is an alphabet with an even cardinality 2n, n¿1, where the
letters are enumerated as follows:
	 = {a1; : : : ; an; a1; : : : ; an}:
We say that ai and ai are complementary. The coding hW over 	∗ mapping each letter
to the complementary letter is called the Watson–Crick morphism. Hence
hW (ai) = ai; hW (ai) = ai; 16i6n:
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In analogy with the DNA alphabet we call the non-barred letters purines and the barred
letters pyrimidines. We denote the sets 	PUR = {a1; : : : ; an} and 	PYR = {a1; : : : ; an}. For
a set ⊆	, we denote hW ()= {hW (a)| a∈}.
Now consider that a sequence of words over such a DNA-like alphabet 	, expressing
an organism growth, is generated by a deterministic Lindenmayer system. Under some
circumstances which can be interpreted as a non-suitable for further growth, we want
to replace the current string by its complement hW (w). The set of all the words w
representing these “non-suitable” circumstances we call the trigger. Various kinds of
triggers (regular, context-free, context-sensitive) are studied in [4,6,11,12]. We deal
in this paper with the standard trigger PYR, the set of all words with the number
of occurrences of pyrimidines strictly greater than that of purines. The complement of
PYR is denoted by PUR. Notice that both PYR and PUR are deterministic context-free
non-regular languages.
Denition 2.1. A standard Watson–Crick D0L scheme is a construct G=(	;p), where
	= {a1; : : : ; an; a1; : : : ; an}, p : 	∗ → 	∗ is a morphism. Given a word w0 ∈	∗, the
derivation sequence S(G;w0) de3ned by G consists of the words w0; w1; w2; : : : ; where
for i¿0,
wi+1 =
{
p(wi) if p(wi) ∈ PUR;
hW (p(wi)) if p(wi) ∈ PYR:
The transition wi⇒Gwi+1 is also called the derivation step of G. If wi+1=hW (p(wi)),
then we speak about a complementation derivation step. We denote by ⇒∗G the tran-
sitive and reQexive closure of ⇒G as usual.
The Watson–Crick D0L system de3ned in [6,11] and other citations diKers from the
Watson–Crick D0L scheme only by adding an axiom w0 ∈PUR. In [6], the Watson–
Crick D0L system is compared also with a DT0L system with two morphisms p
and hW and with a regulation mechanism selecting the applied morphism. Contrary to
DT0L system, the regulation mechanism here gives rise to determinism and the system
generates a unique sequence of words, and it also allows to regulate the length of the
derivation.
The sequence of words generated by a Watson–Crick D0L system G de3nes the
language L(G)= {wi |w0 ⇒∗ wi}, as well as the length sequence |wi|, i ¿ 0, and the
growth function f(i)= |wi|. It was shown in [6] that Watson–Crick D0L systems can
de3ne growth functions which are not Z-rational. Nevertheless, the capacity of de3n-
ing function can be further extended with the concept of Watson–Crick D0L scheme.
The notion of a function computed by a Watson–Crick D0L scheme was introduced
in [14].
Denition 2.2. Consider a Watson–Crick D0L scheme G=(	;p). A partial recursive
function f : N→ N is computed by G if the alphabet 	 contains the letters B, b, E,
e with the productions p(E)=E and p(e)= e and satisfying the following condition.
For all i¿0, the equation f(i)= j holds exactly in case there is a derivation according
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to G
Bbi ⇒∗ Eej (1)
and, moreover, the letters E and e appear in this derivation at the last step only.
It follows from the above de3nition that if the value of f(i) is unde3ned for some
i∈N, then the string of the form Eej, j¿0 never appears in the sequence S(G; Bbi).
For examples of Watson–Crick D0L schemes computing functions we refer to [14].
3. Register machine
In this section, we brieQy recall the concept of the Minsky register machine. Min-
sky showed, e.g. in [7] that universal computational power can be reached by the
abstract machine using a 3nite number of registers for storing arbitrarily large non-
negative integers. The machine runs a program consisting of numbered instructions of
several simple types. Several variants of the machine with diKerent number of registers
and diKerent instruction sets were shown to be computationally universal. The basic
instruction types we use here are:
a′ add 1 to the content of the register a and continue with the next instruction
a−(k) if the content of the register a is nonzero, then subtract 1 from it and
continue with the next instruction, else continue with the kth instruction H halt
the machine.
We can assume that H is used only once as the last instruction in each program.
Minsky proved in [7, Section 11.2], that any Turing machine can be simulated by a
register machine with the above instruction types and 3ve registers. Moreover, one of
the registers called w contains zero all the time.
It follows from the construction given by Minsky that each partial recursive function
f can be computed by the register machine mentioned above, starting with the argument
value n and ending with the value f(n) in some register. Let us further assume that if
the function f(n) is unde3ned for some n¿0, then the corresponding register machine
never halts with input n.
4. Computation with Watson–Crick D0L schemes
First, we describe informally the representation of integers suitable for simulation of
register machines by Watson–Crick D0L schemes. We do not use D0L growth functions
which are frequently used in the cited literature to express the connection of D0L
systems to integer functions. Our approach here is rather similar to the representation
used with Turing machine, but we must use diKerent symbols to distinguish between
diKerent registers and diKerent instructions of the register machine program.
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Consider a program P consisting of the instructions I1; I2; : : : ; In which runs on a reg-
ister machine with the registers r1; r2; : : : ; rm, and w, m¿1, and with the instruction set
as in Section 3. To represent the program by a Watson–Crick D0L scheme G=(	;p),
the set 	 contains symbols #j;i, rj;i, 16j6n, 16i6m. When we simulate the execution
of the instruction Ij, the string derived by G adopts the form #j;1r
x1
j;1#j;2r
x2
j;2 · · · #j;mrxmj;m,
where x1; : : : ; xm are the contents of the registers r1; : : : ; rm, respectively.
We need no symbols to represent the content of the register w as it contains always
zero and hence its content is always represented by the empty string according to the
above convention. This register is never incremented or decremented and can be used
only in the unconditional transfer instruction w−(k). We now show that any register
machine M with a program P can be simulated by a standard Watson–Crick D0L
scheme G such that the values stored in registers at each step of computation of P are
represented by numbers of the corresponding symbols in the string derived by G.
Theorem 4.1. Consider a register machine M with the registers r1; : : : ; rm and w,
m¿1. Then for each program P with n instructions there exists a standard Watson–
Crick D0L scheme G=(	;p), where 	PUR contains the symbols #1;i ; r1;i and #n;i; rn;i,
such that p(#n;i)= #n;i, p(rn;i)= rn;i, 16i6m, and the following holds:
The program P starts with the initial values x1; : : : ; xm in r1; : : : ; rm, and halts with
the corresponding ;nal values y1; : : : ; ym, if and only if
#1;1r
x1
1;1 · · · #1;mrxm1;m ⇒∗G #n;1ry1n;1 · · · #n;mrymn;m (2)
and the symbols #n;i; rn;i, 16i6m, appear in this derivation at the last step only.
Proof. Let
	 = 	1 ∪ 	2 ∪ · · · ∪ 	n; 	k ∩ 	j = ∅ for 16k = j6n;
p = p1 ∪ p2 ∪ · · · ∪ pn; pk ∩ pj = ∅ for 16k = j6n:
Let DOM(pj)=	j, 16j6n. Each sub-morphism pj performs the action of the in-
struction Ij. We adopt the convention that the elements of 	j are denoted by the 3rst
subscript j. It remains to show the construction of p′js such that when x1; : : : ; xm and
x′1; : : : ; x
′
m are the contents of the registers r1; : : : ; rm, respectively, before and after the
execution of Ij, and the next instruction to be executed is Ik , then
#j;1r
x1
j;1 · · · #j;mrxmj;m ⇒∗G #k;1rx
′
1
k;1 · · · #k;mrx
′
m
k;m (3)
and, moreover, only the elements of pj are used during this derivation.
• Assume that Ij = r′i , 16i6m. Then let 	PURj = {#j;i ; rj;i | 16i6m} and let
pj(#j;i) = #j+1;irj+1;i ;
pj(#j;‘) = #j+1;‘; 16‘6m; ‘ = i;
pj(rj;‘) = rj+1;‘; 16‘6m
and pj(a)= a for all other a∈	j.
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• Assume that Ij = r−i (k), 16i6m. Then let 	PURj = {#j;i ; aj;i ; bj;i ; cj;i ; dj;i ; rj;i | 16i6m}
∪ {ej; fj} and let
pj(#j;i) = Taj;i; pj(aj;‘) = #k;‘; 16‘6m;
pj(#j;‘) = Taj;‘fj; 16‘6m; ‘ = i; pj( Tfj) = 
;
pj(rj;i) = rj;i ; pj( Trj;i) = 
;
pj(rj;‘) = Tcj;‘fj; 16‘6m; ‘ = i; pj(cj;‘) = rk;‘; 16‘6m; ‘ = i:
Recall that the derivation starts with the string #j;1r
x1
j;1 · · · #j;mrxmj;m. If xi =0, then the
3rst step is the complementation step and the string #k;1r
x1
k;1 · · · #k;mrxmk;m is produced.
Assume now xi¿0 and let further
pj( Taj;i) = Tbj;i Tej; pj( Tbj;i) = Tbj;i Tdj;i;
pj( Taj;‘) = Tbj;‘; 16‘6m; ‘ = i; pj(bj;‘) = #j+1;‘; 16‘6m;
pj( Tcj;‘) = Tdj;‘; 16‘6m; ‘ = i; pj(dj;‘) = rj+1;‘; 16‘6m
and, moreover, pj(ej)= 
 and pj(a)= a for all other a∈	j. Then since the third step
the symbols Tdj;i are produced until their number equals xi−1. At this moment com-
plementation step occurs, rewriting the string to the form #j+1;1r
x′1
j+1;1 · · · #j+1;mrx
′
m
j+1;m,
where x′i = xi − 1 and x′‘ = x‘ for ‘ = i.
• Assume that Ij =H . Then let 	PURj = {#j;i ; rj;i | 16i6m} and let pj(a)= a for each
a∈	j.
We showed that relation (3) holds for any considered type of the register machine
instruction. Due to the transitivity of ⇒∗G relation (3) can be extended to an arbitrary
sequence of executed instructions of P. Due to the fact that H occurs in P only as
its n-th instruction, we can conclude that relation (2) holds for any program P which
halts with the input (x1; : : : ; xn), on the one hand.
If, on the other hand, the program P never halts with the input (x1; : : : ; xn), then
the string of the form #n;1r
y1
n;1 : : : #n;mr
ym
n;m never appears in the sequence S(G; #n;1r
x1
n;1 · · ·
#n;mrxmn;m).
Corollary 4.2. For each partial recursive function f : N→ N there exists (e=ectively)
a Watson–Crick D0L scheme G computing f.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that the function f is computed by
a program P with n instructions for a register machine with the registers r1; : : : ; rm and
w such that the input and the output value of P is stored at register rm, and P never
halts with the input i if the value of f(i) is unde3ned. The initial values of all other
registers are zeros.
Let G=(	;p) be the Watson–Crick D0L scheme simulating P in the sense of
Theorem 4.1 and hence satisfying relation (2). Assume that 	 does not contain any
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of the symbols B; b; E; e, and consider the scheme G′=(	′; p′) such that 	′=	 ∪
{B; b; E; e},
p′(B) = #1;1 · · · #1;m; p′(b) = r1;m; p′(#n;m) = E; p′(rn;m) = e;
p′(E) = E; p′(e) = e
and further p′(#n; k)=p′(rn; k)= 
, 16k¡m, and p′(x)=p(x) for all other x∈	. Then
clearly the function f is computed by the scheme G.
Notice that adding an axiom to a Watson–Crick D0L scheme corresponds to 3xing
the initial register values. Hence, in the sense of Theorem 4.1, each register machine
with 3xed initial register values can be simulated by some standard Watson–Crick D0L
system.
5. Languages of Watson–Crick D0L systems
We show that any recursively enumerable language L (over an alphabet VL) con-
taining the empty word 
 can be obtained as a weak coding of the language of a
standard Watson–Crick D0L system. Consider an eKective (in GUodel sense) encoding
 : V ∗L → N and de3ne  (L)= { (w) |w∈L}. If L is recursively enumerable, then so
is  (L). Then either  (L) is empty, or there exists a total recursive function fL : N→ N
such that
 (L) = range(fL): (4)
Intuitively, the function fL corresponds to an eKective procedure for listing the members
of the set  (L) (with repetitions allowed), see e.g. [9] for details. The function fL can
be computed by a standard Watson–Crick D0L scheme GL due to Theorem 4.1. Hence
L can be generated by enumerating the sequence fL(0), fL(1), fL(2); : : : and by rewriting
fL(i) to  −1(fL(i)) for each i¿0.
Theorem 5.1. For any recursively enumerable language L there is a projection h and
a standard Watson–Crick D0L system G such that h(L(G)) = L ∪ {
}.
Proof. Let L be an RE language over an alphabet VL = {a1; : : : ; ak}, k¿1. For an
arbitrary word w∈V ∗L of the form
w = aj1aj2 · · · aj|w| ; 16 j1; j2; : : : ; j|w| 6 k; (5)
we de3ne
 (w) = j1(k + 1)0 + j2(k + 1)1 + · · ·+ j|w|(k + 1)|w|−1: (6)
Assume 3rst that L = ∅ and consider a function fL satisfying (4). Then there exists a
register machine with the registers w and r1; : : : rm, m64, starting with the value i in rm
and stopping with the value fL(i) in r1, keeping the value i in rm for an arbitrary i∈N.
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Due to Theorem 4.1 we can 3nd a standard Watson–Crick D0L scheme GL =(	L; pL)
with the symbols #1;1; : : : ; #1;m, #n;1; : : : ; #n;m, s1; rn; sn in 	L such that for each i¿0,
#1;1 · · · #1;msi1 ⇒∗GL #n;1rfL(i)n #n;2 · · · #n;msin: (7)
Let 	L ∩ VL = ∅. Consider the standard Watson–Crick D0L system G=(	;p; #1;1
· · · #1;m), where (	L ∪ VL)⊂	 and
p(a) = pL(a) for each a ∈ 	L − {#n;1; : : : ; #n;m; Trn; sn}: (8)
Hence G performs derivation (7). Due to (4) we have fL(i)=  (w) for some w∈L.
We show the construction of G such that for each i∈N and w∈L,
#n;1r (w)n #n;2 · · · #n;msin ⇒∗G w#1;1 · · · #1;msi+11 (9)
and moreover p(w)= 
. Let
	PUR = 	PURL ∪ VL ∪ {A1; : : : ; Ak} ∪ {b1; : : : ; bk} ∪ {B1; : : : ; Bk} ∪ {#; C; R; s}:
(i) First, assume w = 
 and hence  (w)¿0. Let p(#n;‘)= 
, 16‘6m−1, p(#n;m)=
T# and p(sn)= s TC, which implies the derivation
#n;1r (w)n #n;2 · · · #n;msin ⇒G r (w)n T#(s TC)i : (10)
Let further
p(s) = S; p( T#) = TA1 TC; p( TA2) = TA3 TC; p( TAk−1) = TAk TC; p(S) = S;
p( TC) = TC; p( TA1) = TA2 TC;
... p( TAk) = TR T#; p( TR) = TR:
In the following derivation, the symbols TA1; TA2; : : : ; TAk appear subsequently and cycli-
cally in the derived string, and simultaneously the number of pyrimidines is incremented
by 1 at each step. It can be easily checked that  (w)th step is the complementation
step and hence
r (w)n T#(s TC)
i ⇒∗G Tr (w)n R (w
′)Aj1C
 (w)− (w′)( TSC)i ; (11)
where  (w′)=  (w)mod (k +1), and thus due to (5) and (6), w′= aj2 · · · aj|w| . Let us
de3ne further
p( Trn) = 
; p(R) = rn; p(C) = 
; p( TS) = s TC;
and
p(Aj) = bjC#; p(bj) = Bj; p(Bj) = Bj; p( TBj) = bj TC; 16j6k:
If  (w′)¿0, then
Tr (w)n R
 (w′)Aj1C
 (w)− (w′)( TSC)i ⇒G r (w′)n bj1C#(s TC)i ; (12)
where the string on the right-hand side is analogous to that on the left-hand side of
(11). The two strings diKer in the presence of bj1 TC and in replacement of w with w
′.
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Hence, a derivation analogous to (11) and (12) starts over. Iterating this derivation,
we obtain
r (w)n T#(s TC)
i ⇒∗G r (w
′)
n bj1C#(s TC)
i ⇒∗G r (w
′′)
n bj1 TCbj2C#(s TC)
i ⇒∗G
· · · ⇒∗G rj|w|n bj1 TCbj2 TC · · · bj|w|−1C#(s TC)i ⇒∗G Tbj1C Tbj2C · · · Tbj|w|C#( TsC)i :
(13)
The last step was the complementation step due to the fact that unlike in (12) no
symbols rn remained in the string.
Finally, let p( Tbj)= aj, p(aj)= 
 for each j, 16j6k, and let p(#)= #1;1 · · · #1;ms1,
p( Ts)= s1. These rules, together with (5), (10) and (13), imply exactly the derivation
according to (9).
(ii) Second, assume that  (w)= 0 in the left-hand side of (10), then
#n;1r (w)n #n;2 · · · #n;msin ⇒G #( TsC)i ⇒G #1;1 · · · #1;msi+11 ;
corresponding again to (9) since w= 
. Notice that no symbol from VL had appeared
during derivation (9) before its last step. Moreover p(w)= 
 and hence according to
(8),
p(w#1;1 · · · #1;msi+11 ) = pL(#1;1 · · · #1;msi+11 ):
We can conclude that iterating derivations (7) and (9), we obtain
#1;1 · · · #1;ms01 ⇒∗G w0#1;1 · · · #1;ms11 ⇒∗G w1#1;1 · · · #1;ms21 ⇒∗G · · · ;
where wi =  −1(fL(i)), i¿0. Considering the projection h : 	 → 	 such that h(a)= a
for a∈VL and h(a)= 
 otherwise, we have h(L(G))= {
; w0; w1; w2; : : :}=L ∪ {
} due
to (4).
Finally, consider the case L= ∅. Then for an arbitrary Watson–Crick D0L system
G=(	;p; w0) we de3ne h(a)= 
, a∈	, and hence again h(L(G))= {
}=L ∪ {
}
which concludes the proof.
If we wanted to obtain also any 
-free RE language as a morphic image of L(G),
we would use a partial projection h′ instead of h and modify the system G slightly.
Theorem 5.1 completes the results in [2], where both EDT0L and E0L Watson–Crick
systems with the standard trigger are shown to generate all recursively enumerable
languages. In our case a more powerful 3ltering mechanism of the projection has to be
used instead of the terminal 3lter. It could be easily seen that no standard Watson–Crick
ED0L systems can generate, e.g. the language {aa; ab; ba} due to its determinism.
This result is also related to the family of simple morphic representations of RE
languages. Among the similar results there is the representation of any RE language
as a morphic image of the intersection of a twin-shu@e language (which is a context-
sensitive language but not ET0L) and a regular language [13]. Comparing both results,
Theorem 5.1 can be interpreted as an iterated intersection of a D0L language with the
standard trigger (which is the deterministic context-free language).
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6. Undecidable problems of Watson–Crick D0L systems
As a direct consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1, several open problems reported
in [6,12] are solved.
Letter-appearance problem: Given a Watson–Crick D0L system G=(	; g; w0) and
a letter a∈	, decide whether or not a appears in some word in the sequence S(G).
Reachability problem for graphs HG: Given a Watson–Crick D0L system G and a
node x in the graph HG, decide whether or not the Watson–Crick walk W (HG) passes
through x.
For de3nitions of the graph HG and the Watson–Crick walk we refer to [6,12].
Theorem 6.1. The letter-appearance problem and the reachability problem for a given
standard Watson–Crick D0L system G are both undecidable.
Proof. (i) Consider a recursively enumerable language L and let G be the Watson–
Crick D0L system constructed according to the proof of Theorem 5.1 so that L ∪
{
}= h(L(G)), h being a projection. The letter # appears in some word in the sequence
S(G) i= L is not empty language which is undecidable by Rice’s theorem.
(ii) Due to Theorem 4 in [6] an algorithm for solving the reachability problem for
graphs HG can be converted to an algorithm for solving the letter appearance problem.
Stability problem. Given a Watson–Crick D0L system G, decide whether or not the
complementarity transition ever takes place in the sequence S(G).
Ultimate stability problem. Given a Watson–Crick D0L system G=(	;p; w0), de-
cide whether there is a word w in the sequence S(G) such that the system (	;p; w)
is stable.
The ultimate stability problem is equivalent to the problem whether or not only
3nitely many complementarity transitions occur in the sequence S(G).
Theorem 6.2. The ultimate stability problem for a given standard Watson–Crick D0L
system G is undecidable.
Proof. Consider a program P for the Minsky register machine from Section 3 with
3xed initial values of registers, and the standard Watson–Crick D0L system G sim-
ulating P with these initial values. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that a
complementarity transition occurs every time when the instruction a−(k) is executed.
Hence, G is ultimately stable i= P halts after a 3nite number of steps which is unde-
cidable.
We do not know whether or not the stability problem for a given standard Watson–
Crick D0L system is decidable. It is known [6] that this problem is algorithmically
equivalent to the Zpos problem, the long-standing open problem of the theory of integer
matrices: given a Z-rational sequence z(i) (by some eKective means such as a matrix
or two D0L systems), decide whether or not z(i)¿0 holds for all i¿0.
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Growth, sequence and language equivalence problem. Given Watson–Crick D0L
systems G1 and G2, decide whether or not they generate the same growth function,
sequence and language, respectively.
Theorem 6.3. The growth, sequence and language equivalence problem for given stan-
dard Watson–Crick D0L systems G1 and G2 are all undecidable.
Proof. Consider a program P for a Minsky register machine with 3xed initial register
values and with m registers, m¿1, and the corresponding standard Watson–Crick D0L
system G=(	;p; w0) simulating P due to Theorem 4.1. Then there is the symbol
#n;1 ∈	 which appears in some string wj, j¿1, in the sequence S(G) if and only if
P reaches the instruction H . Moreover, in such a case wj ∈PUR, p(a)= a for each
symbol a in wj, and none of these symbols appeared in wi for i¡j. Let us de3ne
G′=(	;p′; w0), where
p′(#n;1) = 
; p′(a) = p(a) for all other a ∈ 	:
Then the growth functions, sequences and languages of G and G′ are equivalent i= P
does not halt which is undecidable. (Notice that the statement holds also in the case
wj =#n;1 due to the fact that empty string never appears in S(G).)
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